
    THE LIFE & TIMES OF JAMES HERRIOT   

            

                            James Herriot (Alf Wight) 1916 - 1995 

In 1939, a fresh-faced graduate with a Glasgow accent arrived in Thirsk, 
Yorkshire, to take up a position in the local veterinary practice. The rest is 
literary history. 
 
James Herriot’s vivid characters and finely drawn scenes from Yorkshire life 
turned a country vet into a bestselling author. His six-book series quickly 
amassed a global following and inspired the immensely popular BBC drama 
series All Creatures Great and Small, which first aired in 1978 and continues 
to top “viewers’ favourite” polls. 
 
The Young James Herriot, (BBC TV series) is an original drama based on the 
author’s student days at Glasgow veterinary college and is set to win a new 
generation of fans 
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House museum 
 

 
 
                The house where Alf Wight lived and worked now the  
                                The World of James Herriot Museum 

 
The handsome town house in Thirsk where Herriot (real name Alf Wight) lived 
and worked is now The World of James Herriot, a meticulous re-creation of a 
1940s veterinary practice. 
 
It’s a weird thing to walk into the pages of one of your favourite books. It must 
be even weirder for Jim Wight, Alf’s son, to walk through this exact replica of 
his childhood home, with its crackly radiogram and bottles of Universal Cattle 
Medicine. 
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        The statue of James Herriot standing in the garden behind the Museum 

 
Jim Wight, who followed his father to Glasgow vet college and subsequently 
shared the Yorkshire practice, is an energetic character with his father’s gift 
for a good story. He has written a biography of James Herriot (who died in 
1995) and consulted closely on the BBC Young James Herriot production.  
 
Herriot’s heritage 
“You could call it a ‘prequel’ to All Creatures Great and Small,” says Jim Wight 
of the three-part series, “but it’s going to be very different to what the Herriot  
fans are expecting. Everyone knows about James Herriot, the country vet.  
This is about Alf Wight, the city boy, which is what my father was. 
“Although he was born in Sunderland, the family moved to Scotland when he 
was three weeks of age and he was brought up in Glasgow until he was 23. 
So obviously, the city left its mark on him.” 
 
1930s Glasgow was gripped hard by the Depression and Young James 
Herriot draws a striking contrast between the misery on the streets and the 
indolence of well-heeled students spinning out their time at veterinary college. 
“My father’s parents weren’t on the poverty line, but they didn’t have money to  
throw about,” says Wight. “My grandfather was a shipbuilder on the Clyde, but  
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 had another trick up his sleeve because he was a professional musician.  
Glasgow was a very cultured city and my grandfather used to give recitals in 
cinemas and playhouses. 
 
“My grandmother was a seamstress – she made wedding dresses for some 
very wealthy people – so, unusually for the times, she had her own income as 
well. My father was an only child and they had great ambitions for him. He 
went from his local primary school to Hill Head High School, one of the top 
fee-paying schools in Glasgow.” 
 
Career choice 
As a reward for passing the exams for Hill Head, the young Alf Wight was 
given a dog, an Irish setter called Don. “It was Don who sparked his interest in 
animals and nature. If you read his diaries, every spare minute was spent out 
on the hills around Glasgow with Don.” 
 

 
     The young Alf Wight (James Herriot) with his Irish Setter pup Don 
 

“Then he saw an advert in the Meccano magazine from the President of the 
Royal College of Veterinary Medicine. It was talking about a career as a vet. 
And my father thought, “Hey, that’s for me!” 
 
The fact Alf Wight had no aptitude for science was no bar to his chosen 
career. “Nowadays,” points out Wight, “there are three or four thousand 
applications for 30 or 40 places on a veterinary medicine course. The 
competition is unbelievable. 
 
“My dad was hopeless at sciences and maths – actually almost educationally 
sub-normal at maths – but he was very good at the arts and he sailed into 
Glasgow veterinary college with three Higher leaving certificates in English, 
French and Latin.”                                 4. 
 



 
   

                                    
                              Irish Setter Don with Alf and friend  
  ( James wrote of Don ‘ I learned from an early age the pleasure one gets from 
watching a dog – whether scenting after rabbits on the hillside, or indicating quite 
plainly that it is dinnertime, or sleeping in front of the fire whiffling little noises, 
perhaps at the rabbits in his dreams’)  
                           

New experiences 
While the plotlines of Young James Herriot are largely fictional, the 
atmosphere and character of “young James” are drawn directly from diaries 
Alf Wight kept from boyhood through to his second year in college. The sense 
of the future author as “an innocent abroad”  rings  entirely true to his son. 
“Wine, women and song hit my father overnight at Glasgow vet college. He 
writes in his diary about going to what they called a ‘college smoker’ and says 
‘I found some of the wisecracks and stories a bit astonishing!’ 
 
“You can imagine it, because he’d come from this god-fearing, non-drinking, 
non-smoking family into this wild, unruly place where he’d spend all afternoon 
playing cards at the back of lectures or going to the dog tracks. But he 
adjusted very quickly.” 
 
A changing profession 
The 30s and 40s were decades of seismic change for the veterinary 
profession and this, too is reflected in the series. 
 
“When my dad was starting out, the doom and gloom merchants said, ‘The life 
of the vet is finished. Horses are going out, tractors are coming in and vets 
aren’t going to be wanted’. It was a big worry,” explains Wight. 
 
“In those days, too, vets had to make up their medicines and learn all the 
different dosages – ‘materia medica’, it was called. To say nothing of the 
astonishing cures used on the farms, where they were still using ‘kill or cure’ 
potions made out of arsenic, strychnine and turpentine. Then the 40s saw the 
transition to antibiotics and steroids.                 
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                       The Apothecary in the Veterinary Practice  

 
“So it was a time of terrific metamorphosis for the profession. That’s what my 
dad saw, and he preserved it for us all to see. His books are history. That’s 
why they still sell and it’s why they make terrific period drama.” 
 
Humble 
Fame, says Wight, in no way changed his father, who continued his 
involvement with the Yorkshire practice long after his retirement: “Which was 
just as well, because round here, people don’t like you changing. If he’d been 
driving a Reliant Robin one day and a Mercedes the next it would have been, 
‘Who’s he to show off?’ “But my dad was a very self-deprecating man. He 
found other people endlessly interesting – you can see it in the books – he 
didn’t major on himself.” 
 
“The great thing about James Herriot,” concludes Wight, “is that he never was 
‘James Herriot’ to us. He was Alf Wight the father, Alf Wight the veterinary 
colleague, Alf Wight the neighbour. That was the real secret of his success.” 

(BBC Times interview with Jim Wight) 

Herriot’s Reward Wherever The Animals He Loved, Ministered To And 
Wrote About Are, That’s Where James Herriot Is Now Sun., March 5, 
1995 by Mary Ann Grossmann St. Paul Pioneer Press 

There were extra hugs for the cats in our household last weekend, and the 
dogs got unusually long sniffing time on our walks. These were the best ways, 
I thought, to honor the memory of James Herriot.              
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Our dainty gray cat was lying in my lap like a humming meatloaf when I read 
of Herriot’s recent death. It was as though a little light went out in my life, and I 
instinctively stroked Lady Jane’s soft ears while I absorbed the idea that 
James Alfred Wight (Herriot’s real name) would never write again of his life 
and work in the Yorkshire dales of northern England. 
 
I knew, of course, that this modest and beloved vet was a successful author 
whose gentle books sold more than 50 million copies in 20 countries, that he 
rarely gave interviews and that he certainly wasn’t going to leave his ivy-
covered home in the market town of Thirsk to travel to America.  Still, I 
cherished the illogical hope that by some miracle, we would be in the same 
room so I could, well - so I could give him a hug. 
 
People often ask me about my favorite author, probably expecting me to wax 
eloquent about Proust or Shakespeare, so I used to be a little embarrassed to 
honestly reply, “James Herriot.” But not anymore. After spending a wonderful 
weekend re-reading Herriot’s books, I realized that his writing has everything - 
finely drawn and colorful characters, empathy for humans and animals, a 
good story set in a gentler time, humor, respect for uneducated but hard-
working people and an appreciation of the land. 
 
But there’s something else in Herriot’s writing that I can’t quite articulate, a 
glow of decency that makes people want to be better humans. I guess we’d 
call it “spirituality” these days, this profound belief of Herriot’s that humans are 
linked to all animals, whether they be the cows he helped birth or pampered 
pets like Tricki Woo, Mrs. Pumphrey’s lovable but overfed Pekinese. 
The outlines of Herriot’s life were detailed in the news stories about his death; 
his youth in Scotland, finding a job with Donald Sinclair (Siegfried Farnon in 
the books), his adventures with the drinking-and-carousing Tristan (Sinclair’s 
brother, Brian) and Herriot’s love for the moors and valleys of Yorkshire, 
where he drove for miles in the worst weather to help animals on outlying 
farms.                                                        
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                      The three Veterinarians in the Thirsk Practice 
                L to R :  Siegfied Farnon, real name Donald Sinclair   
                              James Herriot – real name Alf Wight 
                              & Tristan – real name Brian Sinclair 

 
In the introduction to “James Herriot’s Dog Stories,” he goes into more detail 
about how he always loved dogs and supposed that he’d someday have an 
up-to-date, small-animal practice, even though veterinary medicine was in 
trouble in the 1930s because draft horses were being phased out and keeping 
small pets was seen as “slightly cissy” by the hard-working farm folk. 
Even as a boy, he was intrigued by dogs: “I could never quite take dogs for  
granted. Why were they so devoted to the human race? Why should they  
delight in our company and welcome us home in transports of joy? There 
were so many different shapes, sizes and colours, yet they all had the same 
fundamental characteristics. Why, Why?” 
 
Herriot never got his small-animal practice, but he didn’t care. He was content 
to lave cow’s stomachs, lie on cold stone floors to examine downed horses 
and muck around in pigpens so that he could spend part of each day caring 
for dogs and cats at Skeldale House. 
 
His helpmate in all his endeavors was his wife, Helen, about whom he wrote 
so lovingly. They celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in 1992, the same 
year Herriot turned his practice over to Jim Wight, his son (although that didn’t 
stop the invasion of fans who tracked him down at his home).             
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                Alf & his wife Joan (named Helen in the books) with their  
                                Jack Russell Terrier and Labrador 

 
Because Herriot was a partner in a busy practice, spread over many miles, he 
didn’t have time to begin writing until he was over 50. He couldn’t have taken 
any writing classes, since most of his life is accounted for in his books, and he 
never mentions formal training. But there was probably nothing for him to 
learn; he did it instinctively. 
 
His first two books were published in Britain, where he was discovered by  
St. Martin’s Press chairman Thomas McCormack. When St. Martin’s 
published “All Creatures Great and Small” in 1972, a perceptive reviewer 
named Alfred C. Ames wrote in the Chicago Tribune, “If there is any justice, 
this book will become a classic of its kind. With seemingly effortless art, this 
man tells his stories with perfect timing. Many more famous authors could 
work for a lifetime and not achieve more flawless literary control.” 
 
Now, death has stilled James Herriot’s lovely voice. But he left us his books, 
and we can take comfort in the fact that he believed he would be reunited with 
all the dogs he loved - the beautiful Irish setter, Don, with whom he walked the 
Scottish hills during his boyhood; Hector, the Jack Russell terrier; and the 
black Lab, who rode with him for many years as he made his calls. 
In his story “The Card Over the Bed,” Herriot writes of an old woman whose 
only fear is that she may never be reunited with her animals after death 
because some people say animals have no soul. Holding the old woman’s 
hand, Herriot replies:                                  
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“If having a soul means being able to feel love and loyalty and gratitude, then 
animals are better off than a lot of humans. You’ve nothing to worry about  
there.”  Still, the frail woman begs him to tell her whether her animals will go 
with her after death:“ She stared intently into my eyes. I shifted in my chair 
and swallowed once or twice.” 
 
“‘Miss Stubbs, I’m afraid I’m a bit foggy about all this,’ I said. ‘But I am 
absolutely certain of one thing. Wherever you are going, they are going too.”’ 
On days when I miss the members of our animal family who have died, I 
comfort myself with a childish vision of a heaven where there are endless 
fields and woods in which to run, and St. Francis sits beneath a tree 
surrounded by every animal who ever lived. Who could doubt that James 
Herriot is sitting with them? 
 
                                               ************** 
Ed. Note: 
Alf Wight received an OBE (Order of the British Empire) from the Queen in 
1979. 
 
The James Herriot Legacy Fund provides bursaries for people wishing to 
embark on a career concerning the welfare of animals and for whom the 
James Herriot stories may well have been inspirational. 
 
Some of HERRIOT’S ADULT BOOKS (all from St. Martin’s Press): “All 
Creatures Great and Small” “All Things Bright and Beautiful” “All Things Wise 
and Wonderful” “The Lord God Made Them All ” “Every Living Thing” “The 
Best of James Herriot” “James Herriot’s Yorkshire” “James Herriot’s Dog 
Stories” “James Herriot’s Cat Stories” available through Public Libraries, Book 
Shops and online from Amazon. 
 
(Supplement to Setter News June 2020 edition) 
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